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Junior banquet-e-the Class of '39
in gala dress, the sophomores with
anxious,
yet knowing
looks,
the
freshmen full of awe for the occasion. Long white tables, a rbrilliantly lighted room and at the speakers'
table President
Blunt in gold-flecked black velvet, Dean Burdick in
black with whirte starched lace, Betsy Parcells, always poised, but now
wearing
an expression of anxiety,
and Drs. Jensen and Smyser occupying places of honor.
Scurrying
waiters in white jackets and a fullthroated singing of the college hymn.
And then silence, as Betsy sorts
a stack of telegrams and reads the
sophomores' gues$-a
flag pole. Relief and satisfaction
on the faces of
juniors, disappointment
and, in some
cases, incredulity
for the sophomores.
Lights
out,
a spotlight
shining on the green and gray of
the junior banner as Betsy unveils
the mascot, a miniature fireplace, replica of the two which the class
presented
for the "Hut" in Bolleswood.
Proud voices raised in the
mascot song and proud faces raised
eagerly to hear Jane De Olloqui,
mascot chairman,
explain clues.
Freshmen
singing and freshmen
reciting poems in praise, not of
"practically
nothing",
but of the
class of '39.
Festive food and then speeches.
Pride at President
Blunt's
appreciation of the mascot.
Laughter as
Dean Burdick audibly refused potatoes, appreciation
of her tribute
to the mascot hunt, and more laugh-
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M. SINCERE

'40

It is a nasty, rainy afternoon.
Outside Fanning
a group of girls
are gathered.
They
are a bedraggled,
sad looking bunch, and
they show all the symptoms of desperation.
A few more .stray from
the building and join their friends.
They are holding a deep conversation, and an onlooker
could
hear
such remarks as "No, it can't be
that," or, "But none of the clues
point to a Bible."
Mary Giese tears
her hair and bemoans the fact that
the replica hasn't been found.
"Why
wasn't it found?
The Sophomores
tore Fanning
apart.
-Chan-s were
overturned, pictures were torn from
the wall, there wasn't a place left
unturned.
Even the fireplace in the
Faculty room was searched by four
different people, and it just would
not be found.
.Erom the distance comes a shriek.
On the steps of the library another
group
is gathered.
The girls in
front of Fanning
turn to see five
wild maniacs running toward them.
Polly Brown is waving a piece of
paper almost in tears.
"Giese,
Iook-c-look what I've found."
It's
bedlam.
There
are more shrieks
and happy tears.
The last conclusive 'blt of evidence has been proved
from the Funk and Wagnall clue in
News.
The words seem to spell
"Flagpole"
a girl looks at her
watch.
It is quarter to five, and the
wire to the Juniors must be sent in
fifteen minutes.
Giese runs to Branford with Heedy IJo borrow a skirt.
The committee follows in a frenzy,
and the rest of us trudge home, hap(Continued to Page 5. Column 1)
---:0:---

New Translations of the New 'I'estoment: and of various other volumes
relating to the art of preaching. He
Is especially noted for his ability to
recognize spiritual voices in modern
litcrature
and is one of the Dl'lst
widely read men of our times, as
wen as being one of America's OUf.standing preachers.
E~pecial interest
is attached
to
his ('oming in view of the fact that
he is the father of 8 Connecticut

College .tndent.

I to

announce that Dr. H. C. Bryant,
the assistant director of. the National Park Service, will be here Thursday night,
March
10.
He will
speak on "Bird Study and Conservation Work in the National Parks"
at 7 o'clock in Knowlton.
The 01'nithology Club considers itself most
fortunate
in being able to present
Dr.
Bryant,
and hopes
that
a
great many will make the most of
this opportunity
to hear him.
His
lecture will be illustrated with slides
of Yosemite
National
Park
and
other parks.
---:0

5¢ per copy

NEW EDITORS

Prof. H. Luccock
Dr. Bryant To Give
Of Yale Will Be at
Bird Lecture
College Vespers
The Ornithology Clnh is happy
The speaker at the seven o'clock
vesper service on Sunday night will
be Halford E. Luccock, professor of
practical
theology at Yale Divinity
school. Dr. Luccock has been a irequent and welcome visitor to town
and college audiences.
In 1935 he
preached
the baccalaureate
sermon
to the graduating
class.
After having spent several years in the active
ministry, Dr. Luccock served as professor of homiletics in Hartford
and
Drew theological seminaries. Thence
he was called to be contributing
edttor to all the Methodist Advocates.
He has also .been editor-ial secretary of the Methodist Board of Foreign Missions.
Since 1928 he has
held his present professorship in the
Yale Divinity School.
He is the author of Preaching
Values in th»

price,

/

Juniors Proud As Sophomores Stand
Defeated In Mascot Hunt
By MARY-ELAINE

Subscription

MARCH 9, 1988

:---

Mary-Elaine
DeWol-fe '89 Ji~s
been appointed Eclitor-in-Chi.d·,:9f
the Connecticut
College Ne'fb8· for
the coming year according to an announcement
made today by. Hazel
Sundt '38, retir-ina editor: 'B'ecatise
of her three years' experJenc~ "on
News as Feature .Editor, Associate
Editor, and Managing Editor, ¥arv
Elaine is well qualified to take over
LOUISE NEWMAN
the duties that will he ber relipoPsibility in this office.
In .addttdon
to her journalistic
ab ilf ty tbe incoming editor has taken part in several
other college 'activities.
. She served
as a member of Press Board in 'her
Freshman
year, and 'at present is
Secretary-Treasurer
of the Music
Club as well as song leader of the
Class of 39.
Majoring
in Music
has enabled her to contribute .valuable criticisms to the New~ throughout ber college career.
Louise
N ewman
'39 has been
elected News Editor to replace Betty Barton '88. She too has been a
member of the News staff since her
Freshman
year.
During
tl,l~ past
year Louise has been a Department
Editor assigning
all straight
news
articles.
She has proved an eble
student, evidenced by. being named
for the Dean's List last year .. Aside
BETTY BABTON '38
from the interest in the. newspaper
she has taken an active interest
in
I
dramatics,
participating
in Competitive and Fall Plays.
Martha Dautrich '89 will assume
the duties of the Managing
Editor
recently held 'by Mary-Elaine
.DeWolfe '89. Although Martha has
only been affiliated with News for
Proceeding
on the assumption
the past year she has proved to be
that the student body is interested
She has served
in ways and means of preparing for capable of the task.
since September,
bhe General Examination
and that as Club Editor
1937.
students want help in preliminary
study for these Generals,
an open,
Of equal importance
are those
college-wide . Student-Faculty
For- appointments
of the Circulation and
um will be held tonight ·at 7 p. m. Business staffs.
Mary Kelsey sucin Knowlton Salon to discuss this ceeds Anne Chazen '88 as Business
Manager.
Anne Henry '41 has been
subject.
Several suggestions
have already promoted to the position held by
Mintz
'38, Advertising
been advanced in the previous For- Marjorie
Manager.
Edith Frey '39 replaces
um meetings, as possible corollaries
to the General Examinations.
These Elsie Schwenck '88 as Circulation
Manager.
proposals
include:
1. Maintenance
The complete new Editorial staff
of the present system of mid-year
and final examinations.
2. Elim- for the coming year is as follows:
ination of the mid-year examination,
Editor-in-Chief
elimination of the mid-year reading
Mary-Elaine DeWolfe '89
period, thus. having the final exam
News Editor
Louise Newman '39
cover the entire year's
work.
a.
Elimination
of the mid-year exam- Managing Editor
Martha Dautrich '89
ination, substitution
of a two-week
(Continued on Page 6, Column 2)
reading period, with a final exam
covering the year's work.
4. Continuance of· the mid-year exam, but
exten d ing the f ria I exam to cover !;l"
• ...."'''." ..''''"''' ..''..'''''''''''" .....'''''''''''''''''''''' B
•
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MARY· ELAINE DeWOLFE

RETIRING EDITORSi
I

"D. HAZEL

SUNDT '38

Dr. Schattschneider General Exams Serve
Addresses Last
As Topic for Open
Convocation
Forum Tonight
Dr.
Elmer
E. Schattschnetder,
professor of government at Wesleyan University,
lectured in the gymnasium yesterday on the subject of
current interest today: "The State
in War and Peace."
There has been a transition from
a post-war
to a pre-war
period;
we have passed from one depression
to another; and, due to the decline
in world trade, peace and prosperity
have gone out together.
Domestic
and
foreign
politics,
generally
thought
to be separated,
are
in
reality
closely related.
In these
times of violent conflicts, war is the
most conspicuous
violence in the
world, and the most unique since it
is both legitimate
and public, said
Dr. Schattschneider.
War is the
principal
business of governments,

Premedical Students
Hear Dr. Ingleby

and can only he carried on by rich,

Thursday
afternoon,
March
10,
Dr. Helen
Ingleby;
professor
of
pathology,
and Dr.· Marion
Fay,
professor of physiological chemistry,
Woman's Medical College of Penn-sylvania, will visit the campus.
At
four o'clock, room 301 New London Hall, Dr. Fay will speak brieflyon
Anesthetics;
after her talk.
there will' be time for discussion.
Premedical
students, especially, are
invited and the entire college community will find this meeting inter-I
esting.

is forced to choose between a warlike s-overnment, or no government
at all.
Nearly all men believe that government is necessary, but that is the
only point
about government
on
which they do agree.
No single
government'
is universal
and, although they are in constant contact,
governments ·are all senarate units.
"Sixty-seven
sovereignties
have divided the world am~n.g. themselve~,
and enclosed each diVISion by then
(Continued to Page 4, Column 2)

well-organized,

large

States.

says war, says government."

"Who

Man

wotk

theoyear's d

. ill

t th

d

ne stu ent w
presen
e a vantages and disadvantages
of each
of these suggested ideas.
Additiona1 proposals
and criticisms will be
welcomed from the floor.
. This is a problem which should
vitally concern every undergraduate
and students are urged to come to
this Forum to present
their viewpoint.

.,1

Notice For News Staff

_.,1".

The retiring News staff will
meet tonight in Windham
at
eight o'clock.
Senior awards
will be made, the incoming
staff will be inaugurated.
Refreshments.
All members of
the
editorial
and
business

!
:
~
E,

to attend.

!

... " .. "' .... "·" .... """"'''',,

.. ,,,,,''!b

staffs are invited

I GJt" ..... ""' .. " ... """
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-- - D. HAZEL suNt>T '38 .
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.
-Managing EdJ.tor
Betty 'B~rto:n''3S" •
Mary ...Elalne DeWolfe
-; e _. ~.:
Associate Editor
Winifred Frank '38

Qinny.Su~~df~is·~·

New'~~J.:-:"·

'39

Depo..:tmimt Editors
Gertrude Backes '38"
Anne Darli-ng '38
Martha Dautrtcb
'39 .
Betsey Hunfcke '39
Selma Silverman '38

Mary Caroline Jenks
Janet Marsh
Louise Newman
Barbara Shepler

Jane

happy that things

'38
'40
'39
'39

Wiggins '40

are

Beporters

EAdreda Lowe '39, Mary-Elizabeth Baldwin '39, Jean Sincere '40, Shirley Dichter '40, Evelyn Gilbert '40, Dorothy
Rowand '40, Lois Altschul '41, Helen Canty '41, Mary
Capps '38, Ruth Chazen '40, Martha Dautrich '39, Thea
Dutcher. '41, A. Carla Eakin '41, Rosalie Harrison '41,
Harriet Ellen Lieb '41, Janet Peto '41, Katharine Potter
'40,Miriam Rubin '41, Lucia Sellers '41, Phyllis Sheriffs
. '41, Harriet Smart '38, Clare deR Thompson '41 Martha
Taylor '41, Edythe Van Rees '41, Phyllis Walters '41,
Sylvia Lubow '40.
BUSINESS

Ma.nager Advertising Manage.r
. ~arjorie Mintz '~8
Business

Assistant

STAFF

Advertising

HAL KEMP,
TED WEEMS", JAN GARBER
"'RE ALL MEMBERS OF DELTASIGMA
\
PHI FRATERNITY i

Managers

M~rg~ret Bear '40

~

"1\'" ~
1:-1 WI

•

gOIng

SO

well

on the Campus as

~f¢':'~~lij~!~~I~
.

she retires that
Reviewer Points to Students Are Urged th
•
New Book as One To Patronize Union
ere IS no need
eAC.p.-

Ann Chazen '38
Circulation Manager
Elsie Schwenk '38

- ,

~

~

....

,\.,

Anne Henry '41
Evelyn Saloman '41
Assistant
Circulation Managers
Beatrice Enequist '38
Helen Weeks '38
,. Edith' Frey '39
Barbara Burroughs '40
:
Circulation Staff
by Mary-ElIzabeth
Baldwin '99
By MIRIAM KENIGSBERG
'S8
'M. L. KirkIDan· ~40, M. Stoecker '41, M. J. Kerr '41, M.
I hardly know where to begin in
Whittaker '40, H. Burnham '40, Carol Thompson '40,
During the past several months
M. J. Heft '41.
writing on this Dew DOVel of Mary the beauty 'shops of New London
Ellen Chase with one of the most have been forming a union.
The
poetic titles that has speared in the purpose of this organization is two/I
fiction lists.
The reason I put such fold.
It would ensure a standard
emphasis on this title is that it is en- high grade of work in all shops iby
·With this issue of News the retiring staff mem- tirely suited to the story it tells. 1. Regular inspection;
2. Minimum
bers who have worked 'On the paper throughout
the That title is "Dawn in Lyocesse".
prices. Inspection is a feature which
for Week of March 9 to March 16
Here is one of the truly beautiful is extremely important in maintainpast year give over their duties to a new and enshort
works
that
crosses
the
horizon
thusiastic group. Under the leadership of Mary-Elaine
ing a high sanitary level in beauty
once in a very long time. This nov- shops.
D.cWolfe, as editor, they will replace their forerunners
Directly,
of course,
the
as fine as union would ensure greater security
in ideas, methods; they will work to improve the news- el may be considered
Wednesday, March 9
paper which represents
the college in many parts of Edith Wharton's "Ethan Frome" if for the operators.
Student-Faculty
Forum
Knowlton, 7 :00
the. country, the newspaper which attempts to reflect it is Dot actually better than the
To be effective, ali shops must
Basketball
Practice
latter book, perhaps on the grounds join the union.
7 :00-8 :80
your, student opinion in every column.
Several, however,
Final Telegraphic Swimming Meet
During the past year members o-f the outgoing of its more beautiful and suggestive have persistently
refused to unionThe scene is laid in the im- ize. The reason for their resistance
staff have tried to build upon the foundation stones setting.
Coast Guard- Pool, 7 :80
pressive country of Cornwall,
the is obvious.
laid, by preceding News staffs.
The high standard
By
offering
cheap
Thursday, March 10
set last yeJ;lr has been a continuous challenge, a goal country that produced one of the specials, these shops can undersell
toward which all its efforts have 'been set. Whether truly great stories of all time, "Tris- their competitors.
Cheap specials
Lecture, "Anaesthetics",
Dr. Helen Ingleby
Not only is the are made possible necessarily
or not this standard has been attained must be decided tan and Isolt".
by
and Dr. Marion Fay of Women's College
by, the students who read it each week; the editors scene concerned with such a magnifi- cheap
materials
and
unskilled
of Pennsylvania
301 New London, 4:00
hope that it has advanced in some respects over papers cent past, but the tale is laid against labor.
The union is fimly against
Badminton
Tournament
Gym, 4 :00-5 :00
of, former years.
The encouragement
of many stu- the background of the legend.
such inferior
work, and so these
Bird
Club
Lecture,
"Birds
and
Conservation
Ellen Pascoe and Susan Pengilly
de~is and members of the faculty, of people not conshops are loathe to lose a fertile
in National Parks", Dr. H. C. Bryant of
nected 'In any way with the college, has more than re- are two servant women, born of Cor- source of income.
National Park Service ....
Knowlton, 7:00
nish fisher people and reared among
pald the effort spent in putting out the paper.
We at the college with our some
Piano Recital, Jerold Frederic
Gym, 8 :00
.
Thus, with a slight feeling of satisfaction
which the hardships and ancient superstiseven hundred girls are a substantwe hope is justified, we hand over cur responsible and tions of a timeless land. -In their ial beauty buying public in New
sometimes taxing jobs to the newcomers.
We feel characters they have that imposing London.
II the word union is dis- Friday, March 11
certain that they have it in them to give you what you nobiljty which often arises from such tasteful to you, concern
for your
Dr. Williams Haynes, "The Business of ChemTheir story com- own personal welfare should prompt
ask of your newspaper,
and with this fact certain in an environment.
istry",
206 Fanning, 7 :00
hours the you to patronize union shops. Don't
our minds, we retire to watch from the outside ranks presses into forty-eight
Basketball
Game
7 :00-8 :80
and the forget, non-unionized shops are often
the work as it goes along ...
to see things from a not sorrows and happinesses
distant perspective.
true grandeur of spirit that only such responsible
for shoddy work' and Saturday, March 12
a heritage could produce, and both the unemployment
of other beauty
---:0:--_
Informal Basketball
perspective
and strength
are given shop operators.
Names of union
Gym, 1:30-2 :80
the characters by means 'of the leg- shops may be obtained from M.
Badminton Tournament
Gym, 8:00-5 :00
end against which they appear, and, Kenigsberg, Jane Addams house.
Sunday, March 13
indeed, the legend is the motivating
All during college, professors
and visiting lee- force to the main character
when every person with any degree of senVespers, Halford E. Luccock
Gym, 7:00
turers stress the need for intellectual growth.
Natur- she is faced by sorrow and tragedy.
sitivity, and love for the fine and
ally, it is important-perhaps
even the most slgnlfiMiss
Chase's
familiarity
with beautiful.
Even if the story were Monday, March 14
cant aspect of college study.
Maturity of emotion, Cornwall is as great as her familtar- not superb, the book would be more
Freshman Class Meeting
judgment, thought, and learning are sought for eager- tty with the Maine coast, the scene of than worth reading for the fine de206 Fanning, 6 :45
Basketball
Practice
ly and usually found by the student who earnestly her former works.
She has touched scription of the rugged and beauti7:00-8:80
wishes to find it.
with a delicate tracery the simple ful country.
The more familiar I Tuesday, March 15
Yet with all this emphasis on intelIectual growth, and moving story of a people whose become with this small portrait and
too often we forget that not only must we mature in lives always have been overc1ouded realize
Badminton Tournament
its great
significance,
the
Gym, 4:00
our work, but also in the way we conform to college by superstition
and tragedy.
Need- more sure I am that this book, above
Basketball Game
Gym,
7 :00-8 :30
rules. How many of us forget to sign out, come in less to say, the Cornish scene in con- all others, will be one of the great
a few minutes late at night, clleck Chapel when we, sequence has produced some of the
Wednesday, March 16
books of the age, possibly one of the
don"t attend, and break other rules?
Too often it is greatest tragedies in literature.
great books of all time.
Lecture, Mr. James D. Henderson
the people who talk .most about "growing up" who I
I wish there was some way I could
This book may be purchased
at
Palmer Room, 7 :00
(Continued on Page 3, Column 1)
insure the reading of tMs book, by
the 'Connecticut College Bookshop,
Basketball Practice
7:00-8:30

Of Best of Age

Beauty Shops

for Free Speech

,"Off With The Old ...
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Margaret Goldsmith
Wins Swimming
Cup at Meet

Jessie Anne Foley
Finds French School
Work Taxing

Marcella Brown Presents
Trophy; Sophomores Win
Meet
The Sophomores
led the Juniors
18 points to ]7 in a close race for
first place in the college swimming
meet last Thursday,
March 3.
It
was decided that the time results of
the winners of each event would be
kept as college records.
All of the
events were closely contested, but

the high light of . the evening was
the 100 -yard- free style "race. Polly
Frank '4P seemed to have 8 definite
lead over Patricia

Hubbard

'39 until

the final sprint when Pat pulled
herself up to Polly only to be de-

J essie Anne Foley '37 who is now
studying in France on a fellowship,
has written back of the interesting
work she is doing, An excerpt from
a recent letter follows:
"I don't remember whether when
I last wrote you my program was
definite.
After going to the classes
in literature
here for several weeks,
I found them too specialized
and
technical for my purposes.
They
are courses for French girls, perfectly at home in the language,' who
will teach Tt: to' French students
capable as well to understand
as
they" themselves '·:80W "are. . For example,
they. spend
one semester
studying one act of Racine: - I could

feated by. Lhree-jenths
of a second.
As 8 climax to a vcry fine meet
Marcella
Brown '38 presented
tile
Swimmer's
Trophy,
given anonymously to the college last fall to be
presented to the girl judged the best
all-around
swimmer
of the college.
Margaret Goldsmith '40 WHS selected
the winner for this year.
She will
keep the cup until it is aguin nwarrled next year.

~""'''''''''''."
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Marilyn Maxted of
the class of 1940 will
speak on the Northfield Conference

on

Friday, March

at

I I,

_~StudentChapel.
(il·" .. •..... ,· ... """"""

... ""·",,,,,
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Concert Series Will Wellesley Is Scene
Present Recital
Of ew England
By J. Frederic
Institute
The Connectiut
Oollege Concert
series will present Jerold Frederic
in a piano recital
on Thursday,
March 10, at 8:00 p. m. in the college gymnasium.
:Mr. Frederic has
been called a pianist destined to become an eminent figure in the annals
of pianistic greatness.
His parents,
of French-German
descent,
early
recognized the child's marked musical temperament
and
surrounded
him with every advantage ip the way
of education
and artistic
environ-ment.
.He traveled'
extensively
throughout- Europe and- the Levant.
His-were' experiences In-old London
and Paris;
in the scenic Alps'; at
the Lake of Geneva; in the cathedral -at Mtlan: among the art trees-

- ._-,

....... ,,,,,,, ..

,,,,,,,,,,,,·m

'Personal Religion'
Is T opic to Begin
Retreat Here

Summer Session Will Be
One Of 11 Of Kind In
The Nation
Will Czechoslovakia
be the Belgium of the next World 'Var? 'Where
is our foreign policy heading today?
What should America do in the
Orient?
Crucial problems such as
these will be the subject matter of
the seventh annual New England
Institute of Int~tnatio:p~J Belations,
to be held 'June 28 to' July"S on the

Wellesley College campus.
-Revc Jclea-Schecedee of -4Q9 erospect Street.' New Ha\'eI!,~ 'PTo(essor
abYale-and. chairman of Jhe~-Congregational
Council
for
Social
Action, and Jerome Davis of 'Vest
Haven, national
president
of .the
American
Federation
of __Teachers;
are among
the man,r prominentsponsors ot, the Instittlt,e.

Important Leaders

Dr. Vera Micheles
Dean, editor
of the research department
of the
Foreign Policy Association, and Dr.
Alvin H, Hansen, professor of political
economy
in the graduate
RESULTS
Richard
}J, Carter,
puator of the
school
of
public
ndminist rntion nt
:10 yard Breast Stroke
Ff r-st Church of Christ, of Suffield,
Harvard
Universlty
and president
1. Straus,
Augusta '38, a-t.o"
Connecticut, opened the annual midof
the
American
Economics
Associa2. Klippel, Gladys '38
w.nter retreat
when lie spoke on
tion, are two of the leaders of the
3. Frank, Polly '40
"Personal
Religion at Vespers", on
Institute.
Other lecturers will be
J,Essm ANNE FOLEY 'S7
Sunday evening, in the gymnasium.
40~yard -Free Style
Grover Clark, editor and authority
Using as his text "The Kingdom of
on Far
Eastern
affairs;
Willia~l
1. Goldsmith, Margaret '40, 24.5"
You", MI', Carter
!easily understand,
but felt not suf- God is Within
Arnold-Forster,
British
political
2. Hubbard,
Patricia '39
showed
that
in
society
it
is
the
indijficiently advanced to afford to mark
writer; William T, Stonc, vice-presi3. Curtis, Barbar-a '39·
Itime, as ilt were, when there was so vidual who counts. That this is true
dent of the Foreign Polley Assocluis proved by the fact that Jesus almuch of the general and fundamenDiving
tion ; Lrwin
M. Tobin,
executive
J.
FREDERIC
not to
tal that still remained unucquired.
I ways spoke to individuals,
1. Curtis, Barbara '39
secretary
of
the
Rhode
Island
groups,
am now approaching
examinations
2. Sherman, Natalie '41
Peace Action, and Rev. A. J, Muste,
The Kingdom of God, ~hen dwellafter one semester at the Sorbonne
3. Titcomb, Eunice '39
minister of the Labor Temple, New
ing in an ind·ividual's
heart
is ures of .Florence; in the majestic
taking the ",Caul's de Civilisation
York City . Other ·lellders will be
Coliseum
and
in
the
dark
caverns
of
according to Reverend
40 yard Back Stroke
pour les Etranger.".
I have taken Christianity,
announced later,
the
catacombs
at
Rome.
Remington,
CUl'ter,
Christianity
means
1. Bull, Grace
'41, 31.8"
a course on seventeenth century lit- Mr.
in the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Press
differen.t things to different people;
2. Ashley, Jessie '41
Cooperates with Other Groups
erature, history of ideas (philosophy
speaks
of him us "a spectacular
8. Johnson, Eleanor '38
from the Middle Ages to modern Unlike Fascism and Socialism, it has
Tbe 1938 New England Institute
pianist,
Vividly
imaginative
and
If .Christianity is
times),
history of art in general, no set definition,
is
one of eleven similar institutes to
poetic.
Brilliant
technique
and
a
100 yard Free Style
,history of architecture
and illonu- to be a religion it must compel the
musical tone, He put sound and fu- be held under the auspices of the
1. Frank,
Polly '40, 1 :19.1"
individual
to
aspire
to
higher
values
,mental sculpture at Paris, a sociolory into Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody, American l:;'riends ServIce Commit2. Hubbard,
Patricia
'39
gical <study of the French family and and act according to those values.
with the _Council
which brought f-orth thunderous ap- tee in cooperation
3. Titcomb, Eunice '39
When
the
"Kingdom
of
God"
'became
institutions,
and a course on French
plause."
for
Social
Action
of
the Congregahistory,
I am ta:king two of the known to Paul, the Apostle, he was
The first part of Connecticut's
tional-Christian
churches. It is open
compelled
to
act.
required for the
.M.r. l'rederic's
program
will be to all interested in international
participation
in the National Inter- four examinations
reAn individual can tell whether or as follows:
collegiate
Telegratphic
Meet
was degree , . . I am' being examined
lations, but is par.ticulady
planned
not
"The
Kingdom
of
God"bas
come
held simultaneously
with the college for the degre superieur with a three.symphonic Etudes, Op, l~
fQ.r community leaders, a8 teacners,
!fleet. Peg Goldsmith's
time in the hour composition and an oral recita- to work within him when he feels
business
men, ministers,
Schumann students,
that
he
is
no
longer
makjng
the
mis40 yard free style and the time of 'tion ...
Grandes
Variations
social
workers
and
members
of
,.
Bach-Lisat
"In my work oQ. Pascal I have takes he previously did. As the trivthe relay team was very good, but
women's organizations.
Variations
ialities
which
are
clues
to
life's
patit is hoped that tonight, March 9, had in mind the future possibility
Chorale
Lectures and round tables will Le
when the second and last part of of writing my thesis, though at my tern work out a design, Mr. Carter Three Etudes
Chopin scheduled during the mornings of
pointed
out
that
"The
Kingdom
of
the telegraphic
meet is held even stage in the game, even getting myC-sharp minor
the eleven-.day Institute,
while the
self oriented in the century is task God comes to work in the indibetter times will be recorded.
E-major
afternoons will be left free for invidual".
~nough.
The
reading
has been
---:0:--G-sharp minor
formal
discussion,
recreation
and
---:0:--rather difficuJt because 1 have diNocturne
Chopin reading. Special lectures and panels
gressed intlo Iby-paths-Montaigne,
are planned for the evenings.
FurValsc Badin:lgc (lltusic-Box)
progressed
rather
(Continued from Page 2, Column 1) Descartes-and
may be~ obtained
Liadow ther information
slowly, though the interest
never
In the first of his morning chapel Cuba.n Dancc (No hables mas')
from George A. Selleck, director of
fail to do just that when it comes
slackens. "
services,
Rev. Mr. Carter
spoke
5 Longfellow
Park,
Lechuone the Institute,
to applying it to rules and regula---:0:--about the value of getting a per- Impromptu,
A-flat
Schube'rt Cambridge, Mass.
tions.
It is not hecause we find
spective of the relationship of vari- Hungarian
Rhapsody
Liszt
these rules too hard to remember---:0:--ous events .and incidents in life. He
a child of ten could easily retain
---:0:--suggested
that the rbest means of
them---tmt
because
we just don't
The college orchestra is at pres- getting this-view of things as they
feel the necessity of doing so.
LJEtin.celle, a one-act comedy by
are is by retreating
to a
compositions written really
Maturity
then, in the true sense ent rehearsing
Edouard Pailleron, will be presented
Iby two music ma- height; he compared this with the
of the word, must consist not only and orchestrated
by tbe French Club on ·Wednesday
in intellectual
growth, hut also in jors in connection with Dr. Erb's act of actual physical' climbing a
evening, March 28, in the gymnasmountain form the top of which one
and
instrumentation
the recognition and conformation of composition
Great interest in Connecticut Col- ium.
The cast of characters
has
They are "Waltz" by Marie may look out over the surrounding
certain rules which the college, as a course.
lege was shown by the Girls' Club been chosen as follows: Raoul de
Schwenk
'88, and
"Minuet"
by valley, and come to see things as of Montclair, N. J., to whom Dean Geran, Ursula Dibbern j Leonie de
society, deems necessary to have.
they are in proportion
to the rest E. A. Burdick spoke in February.
Mary-Elaine
De'Volie
'39.
---:0:--Renal, Mary Anne Scott '40; AnDr. Erb hopes to have the or- of the landscape.
Miss Burdick's talk before this or- toinette, Nancy Pequignot '41.
A Senior at Union College wanted
From
the mountain
tops,
one ganization, whose members are young
chestra play the two selections in
an organ when' he was a Freshman
---:0:--the annual spring concert given by gains a sense of stability and pa- girls of preparatory
school age in
but figured it would take him a lifetience which makes the process of the community, was sponsored and
the choir and orchestra.
time to save the $25,000 necessary
living more related, more meaning- arranged by the Connecticut College
---:0:--to buy one.
He set about building
ful.
Alumnae Association
of Montclair.
one, and now owns an instrument
---:0:--The colored movies of the college
A meeting
of the .Matbematics
that has three manuals, a full set of
The Education Club presented the
campus
were
shown
at
the
lecture,
Club
was
held
at
7 o'clock on Thursfoot pedals and seven ranks of free seoond of its talks by prominent
0
and again at the dinner given that day, March
a. The Sophomores
reeds. He has rebuilt it three times.
members in the field of progressive
Mr. William Haynes,
author of evening in Miss Burdick's honor by were in charge of the meeting. They
---:0:--education yesterday.
The speaker
Chemical EC(YlL.omics;and of Men, the Association.
spoke on the lives of the famous
The University of Arizona recent- was Dr. D, D, Durrell, Professor of Money and Molecule.8',-will·speak at
From Montclair,
Dean Burdick mathematicians
whose pictures
are
ly enrolled
four new "students"
Education and Director of the Edu- I ~even o'clock, Friday evening, March traveled to Atlantic City, where she in Room 318, Fanning.
from Afrka. They are rhesus monk- cation Clinic at Boston University.
eleventh, in Room 206 Fanning, on attended conferences of the NationGreta Anderson '88 was the preeys who will be used to study tooth Dr. Durrell spoke on "Reading
in Chemistry in Industry.
All are in- al Association of Deans of Women's siding officer.
After the meeting,
decay.
the Elementary
School".
vited.
Colleges.
' coffee and cookies were served.

Rev. Richard Carter Of
Suffield Leads Discussions, Holds Interviews

Editorial

Chapel Talk Monday

Music Majors Have
Selections Played

French Club Gives Play

Dean Burdick Speaks
To Alumnae Group

Mathematic Club
Meeting

Dr. Durrell Lectures

I Mr. H aynes T
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Baskelball Games
The Freshmen opened the basketball
season
by
out-shooting
the
Juniors
35-12 in a game which
marked the debut of the Freshman
banner,
Jean Moore '41 and Dorothy Cushing
'1-1, forwards,
combined with center Mary-Jane
Tracy
to net many spectacular
baskets.
The close guarding of the Freshmen
guards robbed the J union of many
chances to add to their score.
The second team game between
was
What
Fr-eshman bad her Yale thereof, and result-s-a
lump which the Seniors and Sophomores
Pat AIlad visit her unexpectedly
three couldn't be coaxed down, even in won by the latter team.
time e, in four days-at
the expense view of Betty
V:s weekend at vord's accurate shooting netted ten
baskets which, added to the three
Princeton.
.

...
~rhe: ~p.~.~~li
..idf~m.~~~:
.... _:..

:1; -:
t· "", -. :"?_;;_: ..

,

:" EddleH~~.tlf.;"~~:ik'-;'d·t"mOan
:..n· ..th •. ~iJlro"":; letter. unGJ"iied. in;
h""d-.~~Olt;, what" "Cal>. he have: done
. MW·?J~

* *

}I-

*

baskets shot by J eojce Thralls, made
. . , * *" * *
.
-:-Caught" ~lightly '"If C!!mpus-.:...onIj the final score 26-16.
twemY-£.Ye: freshmen
'at- the'-ltmio!First Team
b..nquet. Where', the'oplrit of''''l'i
Freshman
Junior
• * • *
-- . .,' J. Judd" _
rg
K. Ord
Dean Burdick's dream cameo' true R. Kellogg
Ig
N. Greene
when Lib Sawyer and Mary Cutts C. Lehman
M. Tracy
c
really played
cards in Knowlton's
(S. Shaw)
dining room.
rf
J. Moore
M. Robison
* • **
If
D. Cushing
C. Ekirch
Priscilla
Duxbury '41, entertain(B. Boyle)

.;·~bi.iifier at Dr. and Mrs. Logan's
proved especially entertaining
the
other evenins- when Sue Getter
in
the midst of an exciting story exclaimed "I was wailing with bated ed Mosierites the other night with
breath-"
and Marcia Engel inter- her unique imitation of a trolley car.
rupted, "Did vou catch anything?"
At least that's what Ducky ,ay3 it
was!
* * * *
---:0:--Flq McKemie is engaged to a rov,ing- 'geologist
in
Oklahoma
(as
th'ough you didn't know!).
Recently !Jean Nye presented
her with a
map, on wh.ich Flo f(}llows oller lad's
traus with a pin.
(Continued from Page I, Column 3)
* * *
We sympathize with Helen Scott's own political
frontiers,"
said Dr.
y~l(llng to tem'ptation.
Upon her Schattschneider.
~a.u ua.u.gs tne fOllowmg notice, "I
Governments
are necessary as a
. "he.1en_~cOtt, do. SOlemnlY swear not means of protection
and liberty.
to eat cunay, between meals, and to The most remarkable
thing about
eat no aessert."
At the bottom is them is that they are possible at all.
.'luaed-'·J:iro.ken,
2 :30
the same The obedience
and unity of the

Dr. Schattschneider
Addresses Last
Convocation

*

<jay.".

...

. ..,
* * * *
·:,"'c
The .1aig·e number of

Seniors who
plan to attend tbe Yale Prom is begmmng
to conVlDce us that this
"poQr old seniorJ' stuff is just so
much hokum.

.• * * *

.Anahid Berberia.n is re'ported suffering from the seven:"year itch as
a result of her encounter
with a
cact~s plant.
.
C':We would like t?; I?raise all those
who participated
in. the swimming
meet last week. In WinGhell fashion
may we present dozens of orchids to
Peg
GOldsmith fo.'r' runnIng away
with the cup, and to Bobbie Curtis
for her exceptional' diving. :

* * **

Wh~t girl in the:l )937 Dorm has
nu!t; p~.ctures of a Yale Senior in her
rQP'-'l~? We're told." th'ey're signed,
"rq:.l,.if~e.:.~i~~l"
~~y.e,_ Cream-Puff.!"

'-..':{* * * .•
~."'tou,'F.r-eshmen ..who a.r~ d.ojng a
bit, oLJJicsearch in theiJibrary
these
da·ya will appreciate
Mr. Seamster's
efforts
when
he looked
through
newspapers
at the _Yale library and
{ound that no les's than forty-two
papers rp.ade mention of Connecticu\ CoJJe.g~:s Dean's List.

people against outside threat is the
cause of their submission to such
control., - -?ome countries
of today
have
government,:;:
suooorted
by
people on behalf of the nation as a
whole, with no thought of iodividu<l.J
gain.
It is possible for a group to have
a lrovernment controlling them even
though they live in no special territory.
As yet, however, territorial
government
is supreme,
because
people are tied too securely to one
place by property, jobs, etc., to emi8"rate to other territories.
This type
of government
is also superior in
that it offers protection
as well as
various public services to the inhabitants of its territory.
Although
the territorial
government
is set
apart from other such governments,
they are interdependent
on each
other for the necessary
resources
which are spread all over the world.
In times of war, the State neglects
domestic problems, but in times of
peace it devotes itself to its own affairs.
"The tragedy of the modern
State is that it is good and evil,
gentle and violent," concluded Dr.
Schattschr:eiJer.
---:0:---
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A giant
microscope,
weighing
nearly one ton, built on a new alcwmotion focuaing principle, was described recently at Harvard University.
It works
somewhat
like
the
world's largest telescope in reverse.
It focuses by remote, electric control.
It magnifies distinctly
6,000
diameters, which is four times mere
than the theoretical
[Imit of. cleer-

4e*J::1t~~vard'~iant
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The slow-motion focusing is done
with a sen w which moves the microscope lens so slowly it is impracticable to work by hand.
In focus,
several hundred screws are available
for adjusting to extreme sharpness.

Second Team
Senior
A. Mansur
G. Backes

MILLINERY
of
Distinction

TWs Collegiate
World

New London, Conn, .
If.
r;

n

Perloy & Stone

Sophomore

Clarity of objects is what the libP. Alvord
eral arts college needs most, PresiJ, Thralls
dent Dixon Ryan Fox of Union
(D. Hart)
V. Koerner College told a group of Unjoo Col-

rg
Ie

H. Daglian
(M. Hanson)

c

lege alumni.
"It caIlDot be a simple objective
M. Copelnnd
B. Moorehouse rf
such as wouJd be found in Germany
If
N. Badger
A. Scarritt
or Italy or Russia, for we are train(H. Pearson)
ing personalitics
to make the most
of themselv,es and personalities
differ.
We would not regiment them
The Seniors defeated the Juniors
25-21 in a close game Friday night, if we could, for our national ideal
each
March 4. Peg Nelson '88 was out· is one of mutual contribution,
standing, but the guarding on both according to his peculiar strength."
sides was so close that the forwards
---:0:--had little chance to score. The game
was almost too fast, but excitement
Patronize Our Advertiser,
ran high as the Sophomores strug_
gled to even the score.
Several
times the difference
in score was Stop To Eat ...
at the
unly
one point,
nevertheless
the
Senior defense held firm" and their
OLYMPIA TEA ROOM
opponents
could not get ahead.
AND ANNEX
In the second team game the
State Street
Freshmen defeated the Juniors 52-1

Jewelers Since 1865
Leather Good's

Stationery

Novelties
296 State

Street

I

"Fir8t Team
Seniors
Nelso~, M, E.
Earle, Ruth
Maxwell, H.

McGourty,
Anderson,

M.
B.

Sophomores
Gerhardt,
Mass,
Rice,
Brooks,
'Vilson,

rf
If
c

rg
Ig

D,

N.

A Profession for the

ence throu&,h the ease study

Juniors
Jenks, H. A Bachelor's degree in arts. science
Mortimer, M. or philosophy from a collee-e of ap-

rf
If

proved

Ake, C.

c

rg
19

~r.u".

• Ask Colleg.e COUl'$8
'or.';' J
·'FlUULn.," a booklet of ,pl_t
i'
Infor~tio",
and lUuatrated ~10g.

method.

leads to the deuee of Master of NursIng.
.

(Stoeker)
Hickey, B.
Sharpless,
M.
McNicol, E.

Kathal'l n. Gibbs secretarfa I tra'n,"
In" offer$ college women a pNotical way to ride their hobby, Of'
pet Interest, right Into 8 wei'"
paid position. Over 2600 calls last
year, many specifying candidates'
I
primarily Interested In writing.
dramatics, sp0r:ts. sdenee, travel,
;I
or comparable aeth,itles.
...
,

S.
College Woman
M.
The
thirty-two
months' course, providM.
ing an intensive and varied experi-

Second Team
Freshmen
Hall, M.
Shaw, S.

SCHOOL OF NURSING OF
YALE UNIVERSITY

Abrahams,
Warner,

M.
K.

standing-

is required

for

• Specla' Cou,... 'or CollllOe Women'
0""0 In N... Var-kand s-ton. Sep.1938.

t"",",. 20,

• AT NEW YORK
SCHOOL
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Jul. 11.
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ad-

mission.
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pN"''''Uf')I and high -.choat QrtlduatM.

For catalogue and information,
address:

BOSTON •••
90 Marlborough
Street
NEW YORK • • • • 230 Par-II Aven_

(Harding)
-.--:0:--Thirty-two
students at the University of Nebraska
are working
their way through school by scrapmg bones of prehistoric animals for
t~e university museum.
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XOJl mdy:;~ot believe in telepathy,
but l}/ytty Talbot was more than a
lit\le surprised
wh,en sbe deposited
he}" nick.el to call ber Ollie on one
phone in Mary Harkness
only to

DUTCHLAND,

FARMS

Just Across the Thames River Bridge :lD. Groton .

cordially mvltea you to attend

find:other
the
that phone
Ollie at
wasthe calling
same moment.
her on ;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
••

:-. ;'t
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a showing of exciting new fashions

~a:y

Coke bottles
become very
dangerous
weapons,
asserts
Bets
Wagner
who made a left-handed
throw Friday night in the direction
of the bed, only to find that some-

how Betty Vandechilt got in the way

Harper Method Beauty Shop
Shampoo - Manicuring
Scalp Treatments - Permanent Wave
FrE'drich's Zotos Machines
Finger

Waving

::nO Dewart Bldg.

~ Specialty
Tel M:03

Kaplan's

Luggage

Shop' & T~avel Bureau

for

Spring

and

cruise·

wear:

We are. now locat«l in our new store

123 STATE STREET
We have added a very fine department of costume
jewelry, ladies' belts, mocassins, 'kerchiefs, also a
very large variety of new bags.

On Mouday and Tuesday. l'larch

Call and Se~ Our Cruise Department

14th and 15th at the College Inn
''''

2.'{9
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CONNECTICUT

First Sign Of College Growth Began
With Grant Of Mrs. Vinal
By BARBARA

(Reprinted

from News, October
1936)

1.. FA WCE'I'T

'87

14, eratlve

Just thirteen years ago was held
the first Alumnae weekend at Connecticut College.
The school was
then less than half as old as it is
now, and the eighty alumnae who
returned for this momentous occasion were able to relate many exciting
stories about the infancy of the col. lege.
Since that time, Connecticut College .hes progressed by great 'st~id?s~
and we who revel 'in- Its-many .eomforts and advantages are apt to forget .that, when the college opened
for.the first-time in 1915, there were
only 'six' buildings 'on the campus.
Its lQl students resided in Plant,
Blackstone, and Thames Halls; and
all school functions and classes were
limited to New London Hall and the
gymnasium, the Boiler House being
the sixth building of the group. TIle
only other feature of which the college could boast was a set of 2,000
books donated by Mrs. Thomas Harland as the foundation for a library.

basis.
This was soon followed by a bequest made by Mr.
Palmer
for the new library
which
was begun in 1922.
Two years
later the college was recognized by
the Association of American Universities as a first rate college.
From
then on rapid
progress
in both
material and intellectual growth was
quite noticeable.
In 1927 the announcement
of an
Observatory
for the school was
made.
This same year the gymnas+
ium was enlarged,
and the building
of a new dormitory
was started.
This dormitory was completed within a year, and was dedicated
as
Knowlton House, after first bearing
the name :of Colonial House.
At
the same time plans were made for
a new administration
building, which
was to be completed in 1930.
The
building of Windham House, Mary
Harkness, Jane Addams and the recently completed new 1987 Dormitory followed in rapid succession.

History of Bolleswood

In addition to the buildings, one
needs only to look at the Arboretum
New Improvements
to realize the surrounding
beauties
Now these earlier students may of Connecticut College.
It is true
return to .find the college's present
that the history of Bolleswood dates
715 members occupying the beauti- back do 1693 w hen Owaneco, a Moful new dormitories,
which until hegan Indian
Chief, deeded
the
just a few years ago, were mere property to Thomas Bolles. In 1911
hopes and possibilities.
The many this land was given to the college
thousands of library books are like- by Miss Anna Hempstead Branch, a
wise housed in their new place of Bolles descendant, but it was not unabode, and many other steps have til 1932 that the Arboretum's naturbeen taken toward greater
mental al beauty was improved upon for
stimuli and physical
comforts
for real usc and the open air theatre
the 'Student group.
presented to the college by Fr-ances
One of the first signs of growth Buck '32.
on the campus began with a grant
We, as students, should the proud
given by Mrs. Vinal in 1921 for a of our college, and the alumnae
house to be used by the Household
should be proud that tbey have been
Economics Department
on a co-op- instrumental
in its great progress.

Juniors Proud as Sophs
Stand Defeated In
Mascot Hunt
(Continued

from

Page

1, Column

2)

py and expectant.
TIle rain takes
on a much brighter appearance.
Down at the Mohican Hotel the
Sophomores are gathered en masse
albout the door to the dining room.
Betts Parcells
is standing
up to
read the wire.
There seems to be
three or four, and she laughs nervously, opening all of them.
Out
where we are, the air is so tense with
excitement one wants to scream. The
Sophomores are all 'Over the piano,
the chairs, each other.' Somehow we
know that we have guessed wrong.
No one told us, 'but the feeling we
had in front of Fanning
has disappeared, and we are having an awful letdown.
Betts reads the committee's wire aloud.
There is dead
silence.
She figures out the key and
says "The mascot, according to the
Sophomore
Class, is a flagpole."

. There is more silence, and a smile
of relief passes her face. Well, it's
not a flagpole-what
is it?
Betts
walks around the table and lifts the
class ,banner.
There are screams
and crys.
There on the table is the
cUltest little fireplace you have ever
seen.
It is five ,by eight bv two.
The Mascot Hunt is over.
We
are glad in a way that the tradition
has been kept, and we are terribly
proud 'Of everyone, but especially
the Juniors, and our own swell committee.

·COLLEGE

Smith's Hostels
Save Hikers
Money
Fifty new youth hostels, 15,000
hostelers and a capacity load in all
the hostels is expected this summer,
according to Monroe Smith, National Director of the American Youth
Hostels.
"Monroe," as he is known
to tbe 7,166 hostelers of last year,
has just completed
a 9,000 mile
coast to coast trip during which he
visited regions where hostels have
been established and laid plans for
hostels to be set up in others. Meeting with hostel committees .and hostel enthusiasts .all 8lJrOSSthe country,
Monroe reports a nation-wide interest in hosteling which is indicative
that the plan' to network the co-'i~t:ry
with hostels is materializing
in an
orderly and gratifying
manner.'
When Monroe Smith started his
speaking tour in the East, plans had
already
been formed for a SaltWater hostel chain along the Rhode
Island and Connecticut coast. These
will connect
with the original 70
New England
hostels the first of
which was established in Northfield,
Mass., where
the National Headquarters
of the American
Youth
Hostels, Inc., is now located.
A 500 mile loop which will connect with the New England hostels
is the plan to extend the present
chain of a dozen hostels in Pennsylvania
started
last spring along
the Horse-Shoe
Trail,
which extends 118 miles from Valley Forge
to Munudu Gap. According to Monroe Smith
the present
southern
Michigan
chain
established
last
year at btcycllng distance from Lansing to Benton Harbor
will have
additional links to facilitate hiking,
and win be continued along Lake
Michigan.
Region
Four will be
opened with hostels in northern 11linoi.s and southern Wisconsin. Plans
are being formed for the first part
of a chain which will stretch along
the Mississippi to the Gulf of MexiHostels are being esta'blished in
the State of Washington
for the
first time.
Monroe assisted by the
regional committee and field worker,
mapped out a loop of some 25-30
hostels.
These are to be opened before the beginning of the coming
season
to take care of the local
l~ostelers as well as the several
hundred Easterners
some of whom
will arrive Iby Rolling Youth Hos-

tel.

Hostels
are inexpensive
lodges
supervised ,by house parents where
Result of certain students'
lack all those traveling by foot, bicycle,
of knowledge
about chemistry
at horseback or canoe can stay for 25c
Stanford University is a purple dog. an overnight. The badge of entrance
Tbe dog, a pet of tbe Sigma Ep- is a hostel pass, $1 a year for those
siJon fraternity
house, was the vic- under 21, $2 for those 21 and over.
tim of a few students who thought In addition a hosteler is recognized
their house needed a platinum blond.
Accordingly,
they dumped the animal into a tub of platinum dye.
But instead of turning a golden
white, the dog's vrown coat took on
a royal purple hue.
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rraduates wbo expect to Mek em·
ployment in buain_.
will find the Intenlive
Sl'Cretarial CnUrM at The Packard School a
practical .tepping .tone to the leCurity of a
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NORWI~D INN
Telephone Norwich 3180

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
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(Founded

1868)
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Our Advertisers

The
College Inn

YELLOW CAB
4321

specializes in
CATERING
for
TEAS AND PARTIES

. Confectioners

-

Tea Sandwiches
75c a dozen

Caterers

Assorted Fancy Cakes
60c a dozen

247 State St.
SHERRY RUM ICE CREAM
is a favorite here
Haye YOU

Decorated Birthday Cakes
$1.25 and $1.50

Tried It?

TEL. 2-3477

We make 8 sundaes with
it too - 20c

Sehiapat·elli
Foundations
By FORMFIT

so THAT

YOU MAY OWN THE NEWEST
SILHOUETTES
IN ADVANCE OF THE
PARIS OPENINGS

This is the first time this world-famous
her genius to the creation

SPACE

designer

has lent

Victoria

Shoppe

is proud to be first in N e:w London to offer them:
foundations
which combine the very essence of chic with the sensible principles
of beautiful
in France.

women insist!

Formfit

bas fashioned

them

rayons, silk satins, and fine elastics, many hand-loomed
And our expert corsetieres are prepared
to fit them

IN COR-

Priced from $7.50 to $18.50
(Also SchiapareUi

Brassieres,

$2.50 and $3.50)

VICTORIA SHOPPE
The Modem

DancIng Saturdays
9 P. m. until Midnight
PARJilNG

Parisian

of undec-fashions-and

SETRY!

AND

. ,",'

nized by the American
Medical Association tor the trainIng
of OccupationaI Therapists.
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Ezcellent Cui,ine

Lobster Dinner $1.75

etc.

Have You Cho.en A Career?

to YOUR figure-to bring you a NEW EXPERIENCE

for

land

253l.:dlll'toll A,.ean. (at 35th St.)
:
In a week or two the latest little
N.w York Cit,..
booklet on "charm" will probably be
Re([iatered. by the Rea-uta of the Univenity
of the State of New York
entitled
"How
To Be Charming
Tbougb Chewing".
The dean of women at Marquette
BOSTON SCHOOL OF
Univer-sity has piven her girls rules
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY
on the niceties of chewing gum.
Opportunity for service In a new
l. Chew with the mouth closed.
branch of the medical profession.
2. Chew without gusto, except when
Course of study includes biologialone or on occasions deemed fitting.
cal. social, clinical sciences,
and
the creative
arts.
Coeds figured gum chewing would
Advanced
standing
given college
be in good taste while studying j
graduates.
while dressing; <before breakfast and
MRS. MABJORIE
B. GREENE,
after
meals j at athletic
contests;
Director
7 Harcourt St.
Boston. Mass.
and before a hard quiz-to
relieve
Only school in New England
recognervous tension.

upon which American

A la Carte Restaurant

5

Katharine
Hepburn,
when she
vtstted
the campus
of Randolph'Macon College, was well-nigh mob-

---:0:---

When you are planning a

CalIon

by his knapsack, sheet sleeping sack
and sport clothes.
The hostels provtde beds and bedding,
cooking
facilities and a recreation
room
where the hostelers can gather in
the evening
and sing, dance folk
dances or spin yarns of their hosteling adventures.
The spring Kmapsaok, quarterly
magazine of the AYH has just been
issued.
it contains plans for twenty
different kinds of organized hostel
trips this summer through America,
Canada,
Mexico, the British
Isles
and Europe.
Considered important
in the development of internationaJ
friendship
and understanding
so
necessary
for a permanent
world
peace, these trips are sponsored- each
year by the American Youth Hostels.
---:0:---
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Reporters
Football is the most dangerous
Barbara Shepler '39, Clarissa sport but it is more dangerous to
Weeks '40, Jane Wiggins '40, EVel-1drive a car to the stadium thau it
yn Gilbert '40, Lois Altschul '41, is to play in the game, according to
Ruth Cbs sen '40, Roselle Harrison a professor at Yale University.
(Continued from Page I, Column ') '41, Harriet Ellen Lieb '41, Janet
Peto '41, Katherine Potter '40, Mir- When thlnking of
Department Editors
iam Rub;" '41, Lucia Sellers '41,
S HOE
S
Feature Editor
...
Elizabeth Huoicke '89 Phyllis Sheriffs '41, Clare DeK
See
Thompson '41, Martha Taylor '41,
E:echange Editor
ELMORE'S
Shirley Dichter '40 Edythe Vau Rees '41, PhyUis WaltNext to WbelanB
ers '41, and Sylvia Lubow '40.
- ..
Literary Editor _.
Mary Ellzabeth Baldwin '39
Social Editor
Jean Sincere '40
GEl' IT AT ....
Luncheon Daily - 35c
Faculty a1ld Department Editor
STARR'S
Thea Dutcher '41
HOME
PORT
Dorothy Rowand '40
Club Editor
Phone z..2980
Drug Store
Art Editor
Jane Guilford '39
Delivery up to -10
2 Deliveries to Dorms Dally
Dramatic .Editor . Janet Marsh '40
.

Juniors Proud as Sophs Mary-Elaine DeWolfe
Stand Defeated In
'39 Chosen New
Mascot Hunt
Editor
(Continued. from Page 1. Column 1)
ter 85 she ended with one of her in:More food, and
imitable stories.
more speeches; awe at Dr. Smyser's

extemporaneous speech on the symholism of each year's gift, for that

I

class, and laughter at Dr. Jensen's
confession of inabil itv to keep a secret as an excuse for not wishing to
know the mascot beforehand.
And then-telegrams;
a loyal and
thoughtful wire from Shirley Bryan,
still ill in Cleveland but hoping to
be back in Ap~iI. A reminiscent
message from the seniors, and one
..
. . ..
from an interested freshman, to say
Your Boom that {f}lomey" Look
FRESH
FLOWERS
DAILY
1m Glite..
nothing of the note, "Next year
1792
One or- fwo of our small potted plants
we're going to give a bust!" from Our Corsages Speak for Themselves
. wtll do the trick!
Union Bank "& Trust Co.·
the sophomore mascot committee!
FISHER,
Flori.t
FELLMAN
Be
CLARK
of
New
London,
Conn.
.
Little cakes ... .and the Alma MaWe Telegraph Flowers Everywhere
.and
Commercial
Departments
TeL
M88
Trust
Tel.
ter, flowers replaced in boxes ...
New London
104
CROCKER HOUSE BLoCK
SS68
145 Years of Service
Slate
after the Junior Banquet!
_
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. getting and giving
more pleasure

PAUL WHITEMAN
LAWRENCE nBB.ETI'
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
DBEMS TAYWR

PAUL DoUGLAS

hesterliel
..!Jou'//find

MORE PLEASURE

in Chesterfields
milder better taste
Copyright 1938, lTOOI'lT & Myns

'rcexcco

Co,

SHOPPE

Jane M. Armstrong, Prop.
Excellent Work done by experienced
operators wttb up-to-date equipment,
under the most sanitary conditions.
Permanent Waves- $1.95 to $7.50'
.25
"-Finger Wave&
.25
Arch
.110
Manicuring
Shampoo (short)
.2'
Shampoo (long)
.110
SpecIalizing in
Machineless Permanents - $3.95
Phone 9572
l8 Meridian St.

,

•

of

"Rhapsody in Blue"-it's
Chesterfield Time-light up and
enjoy that refreshing mildness, that
Chesterfield
better taste that
smokers like.
Chesterfields have the best ingredients a cigarette can have
-mild
ripe tobaccos, homegrown and aromatic Turkish,
and pure cigarette paper. They
Satisfy ... millions.

